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  Points of clarification 

• Free-roaming pet cats versus feral (street) cats pose 
separate challenges with different solutions. 
• Pet cats roam outside because of choices made by their 
owners; feral cats live outside permanently and are
often subsidized by people. 
• The proposed update to the animal control by-law
would primarily impact pet cats that would no longer 
be taken off the street / potentially returned to owners, 
and may increase the likelihood of pet owners allowing
their cats to roam. Feral cats will continue to require
management to limit population growth. 



      
      

       
       

 

     
       

Instead of freely allowing pet cats to roam,
Toronto can reduce stress on animal shelters by: 

• Characterizing the problem. Why are shelters
overwhelmed? Where are resources lacking? What
data are available, and what does the data show? 
• Following evidence, advice from experts and current
science. How do other municipalities solve this 
problem? What does the literature recommend? 



 

    
  

    

 

 

 

        

London, Ontario restricts cats from roaming.
Why can’t Toronto? 

Trapped in my backyard 
(near bird feeders) 

<2 weeks later, one street over 

Cat surrendered to 
London Animal 
Care Centre 

Owner is contacted, 
pays fine and 

receives education 

How does this by-law help free-roaming pet cats in London? 

new collar 



      
      

       
       

 

     
     
     

   

     
       

Instead of freely allowing pet cats to roam,
Toronto can reduce stress on animal shelters by: 

• Characterizing the problem. Why are shelters
overwhelmed? Where are resources lacking? What
data are available, and what does the data show? 
• Following evidence, advice from experts and current
science. How do other municipalities solve this 
problem? What does the literature recommend? 
• Promoting public education. Reducing numbers of 
roaming of pet cats and associated complaints
requires changing pet owners’ behaviour. Low-cost
solutions can help complainants to achieve desired 
outcomes without requiring by-law enforcement. 



        Anonymous template letter addressed to owner of roaming pet cat 



           Letter can be linked to QR code attached to cat collars 



      Education pamphlet for owners of new pet cats 



      Education pamphlet for owners of new pet cats 



         
         

         
     

       
    

  
   

   
      

      
    

Recommendations: 

• Uphold the current animal control by law and continue
to prohibit owners of pet cats from allowing their
animals to roam outside. Treat cats the same as dogs. 
• Convene an advisory group of community and subject
experts to study the problem, then develop and
implement solutions (e.g., Feral Cat Coalition). 
• Where appropriate, recognize domestic cats as an 
introduced invasive species in the City of Toronto that
endangers biodiversity, people and property. 
• Facilitate public education and awareness by
highlighting positive pet owner behaviour (e.g., wearing
a leash) and dangers of roaming (e.g., coyotes). 


